
A sustainable tool for innovation and 
problem-solving “roadblocks” to execution



A Hackathon is designed to generate innovative 
solutions to the most difficult challenges/problems 
faced by Innovation Teams. 

It is a facilitated, repeatable process that harnesses 
brainpower for innovative action and impact.
  

Why a Hackathon?

The Importance of Early Passionate Enrollment

When Adam and I decided to bring on Tom Erdmann and Dan 
Friedman to start MHacks with us, we immediately sent them both 
a text that read something like:

“Want to do something HUGE with your life for the next few months?
Come to 600 E Washington St. We are going to change Michigan 
forever.”
 
It’s easy to forget how powerful hackathons are. Going to my first 
hackathon completely altered the course of my life.
 
Establish a vision for why you are throwing a hackathon. If people 
don’t think you are absolutely nuts after hearing why you’re 
throwing this hackathon, your vision probably isn’t radical enough.

Always be selling the vision

From a Hackathon Organizer:



Hackathon topics should be challenges in 
which there is no clear solution, and yet 

some work may have been done that can 
prompt breakthrough innovation in a 
facilitated and collaborative process. 

Setting Up 
The Hackathon Challenge

Challenge Statements:
● State the Hackathon Challenge in a succinct, clear way that 

invites “hacking” (problem-solving)
○ In what ways might we…
○ How might we…

● The scope of the statement should be narrow/focused 
enough so that a team can address (all or part of it) in the 
time allowed.

● Identify any boundary conditions that ideas must factor in 
(laws, resources, time, etc).

● Identify why this Challenge is important?

Identify what issues, problems or other considerations make the 
Challenge difficult to solve.

What has already been tried?

What criteria will be used to determine a “winning hack”?

Briefly stated, an ideal solution might produce what outcome(s)?

Challenge/Problem Brief Outline



Generate breakthrough ideas to create new revenue 
streams in the following areas or categories:

● Space Innovation
o How might you innovative use of hotel space that is currently 

non-revenue generating?

● Partnership Alliance Innovation (collaborating with 
outside partners)

o How might you lower or eliminate costs to HH property?

● Food and Beverage Targeted Innovation
o How might you 2x this revenue stream?

● Experience Innovation (thematic events or 
packages)

o How might you 2x this revenue stream?

● Brand Inspired Innovation
o How might you leverage brand identity or brand strategy for 

new revenue?

Possible Challenge Statements



Hackathon Process
Reframe Challenge

Ideation

Develop Breakthrough Concept

Create ”PITCH”



The Role of The Participant
Specifically, the role of an Innovation Hackathon Team 
Member is to:

• understand, but don’t be limited by, the 
complexities of the Challenge
• reframe the Challenge, as needed 
• speculate on new possibilities that 

address part or all of the Challenge
• actively listen for ways to build and 

advance the ideas of others 
collaboratively
• go with the “flow” (the nature of 

discovery is heuristic)
• make your passion a “positive” that 

elevates the work of the team



The Role of Facilitator
Specifically, the role of an Innovation Hackathon 
Facilitator is to:

• be a “process guide” at your table, 
keeping the Team on schedule and on 
track to produce a winning Pitch and 
Blueprint
• be the scribe (write ideas or organize 

Post Its) or identify someone who will
• understand, but don’t be limited, by the 

complexities of the Challenge
• propose a reframing of the Challenge, 

as appropriate 
• catalyze the Team to generate 

innovative possibilities – then build in 
feasibility to the Pitch and Blueprint
•make your passion a “positive” that 

elevates the work of the team



 

(Scale: 1 Low – 5 High)

“Moves the needle” toward 
a solution of the Challenge

Level of creativity (unobvious solution)

Potential for new value creation/monetization

Speed to launch

Time to market (specifying short-term, 
mid-term, long-term)

Revenue potential

Leverages a particular core competence, 
in-house technology, or brand profile

Is unique in the market

Will provide a proprietary advantage

Leverages a customer or market trend

Others?

*might be different for each Challenge

Possible Criteria for Evaluating 
New Revenue Concepts



Hackathon
Pitch Format

Concept blueprint and 
pitch development

Presentation of Pitch

Evaluation of Pitch 
(Judges and Participants)



What is the new value “hacked”?

Who is the target audience?

How might the most margin be created 
in the delivery of this value?

Hackathon
Pitch Format



APPENDIX



◻ Pick a date

◻ Find a location

◻ Line up sponsors

◻ Build a social media presence

◻ Market your event 

◻ Set your rules 

◻ Round up your Experts (if appropriate) 

◻ Set your schedule 

◻ The event kickoff 

◻ Pitches and team formation
 
◻ Team demos and Expert/ Panelist Feedback 

◻ Post-Event Follow Up 

Hackathon (iTeam plus others)
Planning Your Hackathon



Prior to the Event:
◻ Final communications/reminders to participants, sponsors, 

Thought Leaders and Judges
◻ Food and refreshments ordered and scheduled
◻ Social Media orchestrated
◻ AV needs confirmed (for Speakers and Pitches)
◻ Public Relations plan developed and implemented

 

Day of the Event 
◻ Signage up
◻ A/V Set up
◻ Name tags ready
◻ Room set up complete
◻ Breakfast and plenty of coffee hot and ready
 

Following the Event
◻ Check to insure that all Solution Blueprints have been collected
◻ Send out Thank You notes to sponsors, Thought Leaders and 

Expert Panelists
◻ Post All or Selected Solution Blueprints on the Hackathon 

website.

Hackathon (iTeam plus others)
Hosting Checklist



It’s important that the Hackathon rooms are 
designed for maximum collaboration, energy 
and fun. Environment is key to the critical 
energy required. The room shouldn’t look like 
a typical learning session.

In-Room Materials & Environment 
Set-up Checklist

◻ High-impact music for breaks
◻ Plants and other natural objects (to encourage 

bio-mimicry)

◻ Food and refreshments (Emergen-C packets and lots of 
water)

◻ Stretch breaks
◻ Loud, brilliant colors
◻ Ideation techniques and tools (3X5 Post it Notes)
◻ Visuals/Posters on the wall (grasshopper-style)
◻ Multimedia (slide deck of inspirational quotes to 

scroll during set up and breaks
◻ Give-a-ways: T-Shirts, (Thinking) caps, etc.

Hackathon (iTeam plus others)
Eco-System & Room Environment



Contact Us!

Bob Johnston
Doug Bate
Strategy Innovation Group, LLC
growth@strategyinnovationgroup.com
781.784.7841

Marta Reis
Strategy Innovation Group, LLC
marta@strategyinnovationgroup.com
215.668.4373

Visit our website to learn more, 
become a charter member of the 
Strategy Innovation Network (SIN)

StrategyInnovationGroup.com
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